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Abstract
A fiber ring laser, using erbium-ytterbium co-doped double clad fiber is proposed 
and demonstrated to produce a medium power multiwavelength fiber laser. The 
experimental results show that the ring resonator configuration can produce more output 
power compared to a laser based on bidirectional pumping scheme in Fabry-Perot 
resonator configuration. To stabilize the lasing lines we used an unpumped erbium doped 
fiber as saturable absorber. A sagnac loop interferometer is used as a filter inside the 
cavity and its effect has been explored. We can produce a maximum four lasing lines 
which are stable for more than 2 hours when observed through OSA with a resolution of 
0.05 run. The maximum output power obtained from the laser is more than 100 mW. Our 
best result at room temperature is simultaneous oscillations o f two single-mode laser 
wavelengths with a maximum output power of 60 mW when observed through a 
scanning Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer o f resolution 27 MHz.
II
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Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction
With the invention o f “Laser”, the idea of communieating by light became more 
attractive than ever. Sinee the use of laser for free space optical communication proved 
limited due to seattering, absorption, ete., tremendous efforts were made to find a light 
wave earrier. After the fabrication o f glass fiber in 1966 by Kao and Hockham [1], the 
proposals for optical communication via dielectric waveguide became more promising.
In practice, dielectric waveguides used for optical communications are highly
flexible fibers made o f Silieon Dioxide known as Silica(SiO^). Today a number of
dopants or impurities are used to modify the refractive index of Silica. They help 
researchers to achieve desired spectral characteristics.
1.1.1 Structure of an optical fiber
Figure 1.1(a) shows an optical fiber which consists o f a cylindrical core cladded
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
by a material of slightly lower refractive index and surrounded by a protective jacket. The 





Figure 1.1 (a) An Optical Fiber (b) Step and Graded refractive index Profile
The core refractive-index “n” (figure 1.1(b)) can be uniform or graded, while the 
cladding index is typically uniform.
1.1.2 Characteristics of fibers
The fundamental characteristics o f an optical fiber such as interaction of light 
with active ions in doped fiber [2], splice loss, micro-bending loss, dispersion etc. while 
traveling through fiber, can be determined from the modal field distribution. In order to 
analyze the modal behavior in a circularly symmetric cross section fiber, we consider a 
step index fiber with uniform cylindrical dielectric core of radius “p” and step-refractive 
index profile of
( 1 . 1 )
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The general wave equation derived from Maxwell’s equations reduced to a scalar wave
equation under weakly guiding approximation { n  »  n  , ) [3]. The scalar wave equation
satisfied by the electric and magnetic fields is given by
/  3 2 . . . \
( 1.2)
where Ij/ stands for both electric and magnetic fields. The solution of the above equation 
for electric field can be obtained in cylindrical coordinates as
E { r ,  (p, z ,  t )  = {r,  ^ ) e x p  i{co t - p z )




d r  r  d r /
+ r^[n\r)k  ̂ -  = = P
(p d(p
The ^  - dependence is o f the form of C o s l ç  or S i n l ç  for /  =0,1,2,3,... 
and the complete field is given by.
7
The above radial part “R(r)” would be solutions o f the following equations ,






R - 0  r < p
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where U  and W  as well as normalized frequency V  are,
U  = p { k : n j  -  
W  = p { p ~ k : n p (1.7)
V  = { V ^ + W ^ y ^ = k , p { n J - n ; )
For wave guidance, propagation constant P  in equation (1.7) must be within the range 
of — P  — ■ Under this condition, the radial part o f field in equation (1.6)
can be expressed by Bessel functions inside the core and modified Bessel functions in the 
cladding, as given below.
e . k , ( p )\  y
A  ( U A  
d  ;
V P Jj X u )  '
A
C o s l ç )
S in lcp
K . i W )
K
^wA\Cosl(p
p  ) S i n l q )
r  < p
r > p
( 1.8)
So we can have two independent plane polarized wave as or g  , and also considering 
its azimutal dependency o f C o s  l(p and S in lcp  we can have four degenerate modes for 
/  >  0  and two degenerate modes for /  =  0  which are orthogonal with respect to each 
other. Here degeneracy means that separate field functions exist for same P  . The modes 
are known as “linearly polarized” modes because under weakly guiding approximation, 
the longitudinal component of electric and magnetic fields are very small compared to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
transverse component. Continuity condition of the field and its derivative at the core 
cladding interface leads to the following eigenvalue equations given by.
J , { U )  K , { W )
Or (1.9)
U
J._XU) „ . K j P F )
J , { U )  K , { W )
For every I , we have m  number of (5 and the Linearly Polarized modes designated as
L P ,.-
In exact analysis o f the vector wave equation [5], the longitudinal component of 
electric and magnetic fields are finite and they produce HE( | h% | » |  |>0 ), EH( | e% |
» |  hz |>0 ) , TEom (02=0) and TMom(hz=0) modes. The Figure 1.2 shows numerical 





Figure 1.2 Numerical solution of the eigenvlue equations for first twelve modes. 
The values along the dashed line are the cutoff values [5].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.












Figure 1.3 Numerical solution o f the eigenvalue equations for first twelve modes considering 
Weakly Guiding Approximation[5]
Comparing the Figures 1.2 and 1.3, we can conclude that any modes is a
combination o f vector modes ( HE and EH Mm) with identical . So if we group
them according to their degeneracies they will correspond to each other like;
H E n ^ L P o i  
H E2 i ;T M oi;T E oi -^ L P ] ,
H E i2—̂ LPo2
HE22iTMo2iTEo2 ~ ^ L P i2 (1.10)
HE,3̂  LPos 
HE23;T M o3;TEo3 —̂ LP ,3 
HE ,4 —>LPq4
The condition PE ^  0  in equation (1.9) corresponds to cut-off o f the guided modes. 
For /  =  0  equation (1.9) reduces to y , ( F )  =  0  which gives cut off values of all
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
modes. Similarly from equation (1.9) «/g 0  corresponds to 2 /^ ^  modes. For
Z /J , F  is 2.405 which is the first root o f ). However, first root o f is
zero. So for 0<Vc<2.405 (Figure 1.4) the fiber will support only the mode.






Figure 1.4 The allowed cut off values o f different modes [6]
1.2 Mode field diameter (MFD)
Mode field diameter is the parameter used to evaluate transmission characteristics 
o f optical fiber like splice loss [7] and is a measure o f the spot size or beam width of 
light propagating in a single mode fiber. It is a function of wavelength, core radius and 
refractive index profile which can be used to predict the fraction o f power propagating in
the core. For step-index and graded-index single mode fibers, considering “CO” as the 
mode field radius of light, we can define MFD as
M F D  = 2 CO = 2
{r)dr
_0_________________
Jr y/  ̂ (r) dr
( 1 .1 1 )
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The fundamental modal field distribution is very important to predict several important 
parameters used in communication. To overcome the complexity o f numerical 
calculations, Gaussian function is introduced to replace the exact field as given below
(1.12)
where ( r )  corresponds to modal field distribution ( equation 1.8 ) for fundamental
mode. For a step index fiber, 0 . 8 < F  < 2 . 5 ,  we can find CO by using empirical 
expression below [8]
(1.13)
c o - p
1.619 2.879
0.65 + — ;—+
r
1.3 Dispersion
As the pulse propagates through an optical fiber, it gets broadened. This spreading 
comes from two factors one is known as intermodal dispersion due to propagation delay 
of various modes in multimode fiber and the other one intramodal dispersion which 
exists as “Material Dispersion” and “Waveguide Dispersion”.
Different modes have different propagation constants which leads to time lag or 
in another word different rays have different incident angle into fiber so rays travel a 
particular length of fiber at different times. However such intermodal dispersion in 
multimode fibers may be reduced by using an optimum refractive index
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
profile. A graded or parabolic refractive index profile gives a tremendous bandwidth 
advantage over multimode step index fibers. Different modes travel at different velocity. 
The envelope of these signals which propagates at group velocity is given by [9]
v Æ
‘ dk
where (5 is propagation constant and k  is wave number in free space. The group index 




Now we consider a fiber with a core index and the cladding index , and using 
previous definitions for U  , W  , V , we define b  the normalized propagation constant as
Using these equations ,
+ ( « ] ' (1. 15)
Differentiating with respect to k{n^,n.^,h^ and considering
d n
n » k —  => &  TV =  (1.16)
(fA: , 1 2 2
we get
The corresponding pulse spread can be obtained from the derivative of group velocity 
with respect to“k” and considering approximation in equation (1.16), we get
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First part o f the above equation characterizes “the material dispersion” which is same for
dH Vb)
all modes and the second part — represents the group delay that would be
different for different modes. For small values o f V  , — -— - is very small and for large
values o f F  it approaches imity, basically the higher the mode number, the higher the 
time lag ------------  . In other word, the higher the mode number the slower the energy
transport [6] .In conclusion, for F <  1 the transmitted pulse would be distorted and 
change its form and duration, therefore we have like a propagation of uniform plane 
wave in an infinitely extended medium whose refractive index equals that of fiber 
cladding. In another word, for small F  most of power is transmitted in cladding. 
However, for large F  the second term in equation (1.18) becomes considerable and 
changes the power distribution between core and cladding in such a way that most of the 
power would flow in core.
For an arbitrary refractive index profile, the equation (1.18) will contain one more 
term which corresponds to “Profile Dispersion” taking care o f profile shape’s radial 
variation. If the refractive index profile is
n { x , y )  = n ^ \ { - l t 4 ( x , y ) Y
(1.19)
10
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dà.
Considering profile dispersion parameter , ----- , which shows variation of refractive
dk
index profile with wavelength and and which are the maximum index of core and 
cladding, the expression for dispersion reduces to [10] ,
(1.20)
1.4 Polarization-maintaining fibers
The state o f electro magnetic vibration inside the fiber which is commonly denoted by 
polarization is not preserved inside circular core fibers. In some applications preserving 
polarization of light is required.
The most common way to make polarization-preserving fibers which can hold or 
maintain the optical wave amplitude in a particular polarization state to a relatively high 
degree along the entire length is to use biréfringent materials. Birefringence is introduced 
in a fiber whenever the circular symmetry of the ideal fiber is broken by creating an 
anisotropic refractive index distribution in the core region. This asymmetry can result 
from either a geometrical deformation of the core or a material anisotropy through 
various elasto-optic, magneto-optic or electro-optic index change. In non-circular core 
fibers, the light travels fastest when polarized along the direction of minimum 
polarizability. The smallest transverse dimension of the core is the fast axis of the 
birefringence. For specific core shape, birefringence as well as two non-degenerate 
orthogonal polarization eigenmodes (along fast and slow axises) can be calculated [II].
II
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The principal axes X,Y are determined by the symmetry elements o f the cross section. 
The larger the anisotropy of the cross section, the greater the difference in propagation 
constants and Py for two normal modes; so the birefringence B for an optical
wavelength o f A is given by
{ p . - p yB =
2 k
( 1.21 )
So the phase retardation along “z” is
9 = { P , - P y ) ^ ( 1.22)
When this phase difference is an integer number of 2 ^  the two modes will beat and at 




Figure 1.5 Panda Fiber
The length over which this beating occurs is the fiber beat length defined as.
In
L = (1.23)
One of the high-birefringent fibers which is fabricated using lateral stress is PANDA 
fiber which is widely used because it has a low transmission loss and good polarization 
maintaining characteristics. The stress applying portion is produced from a material 
having a relatively large coefficient o f thermal expansion. Therefore when the 
polarization maintaining optical fiber is produced by melting and drawing, the core is
12
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subjected to different degrees o f stress from transverse and longitudinal directions during 
glassification as a result o f which large distortions are anisotropicaly generated in the 
core which causes birefringence in the polarization maintaining fiber [12,13].
1.5 Doped fibers
In general a gain medium is required to amplify a signal. Based on desired 
wavelengths and applications o f such wavelengths, experts use different bulk active 
media. In optical fibers we dope the core by rare earth elements and use them as gain 
medium in fiber amplifiers and lasers. The absorption and emission cross sections of 
dopant ions in the Silica fiber depend on polarization states[14,15j. The polarization 
property o f a fiber laser is characterized by the degree of polarization (DOP) defined as 
[16]
I  - I
D O P  = — ------^  (1.24)
/  + /m ax  m in
Imax and Imin are related to maximum and minimum polarization intensities and clearly 
Q < D O P < \ .  Based on some characteristics such as high gain and wide bandwidth 
region with applications [17] in communication network, material processing, etc., 
system users and designers are using different rare-earth doped fibers. Among all rare- 
earth family members, only a few elements satisfy important criteria for laser 
applications like having the laser transition wavelength at the region of 1.0 or 1.5 JLtm 
which corresponds to optical fiber communications. Based on such criteria
are widely used.
13
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The rare earth ions are considered in two groups o f “Lanthanides” and 
“Actinides” o f which only Lanthanide elements are used as dopants in optical fibers. In a 
glass matrix, the rare earth elements form trivalent ions with electron structure of ;
N  fo r  E r  = 1 1
#  y ô r  7 6  =  13
all visible and infrared transition come from the “4 f ’ layer. In order to show the energy
level o f these ions we use the notation o f L j  in which
L =  angular momentum; S,P,D,F,G,H,I,K„.... stand for L=0,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,....
S = total spin
J= total angular momentum
















A bsorption transitions Radiative transitions
1.6 Energy level diagram of Eriglass with absorption and radiative transitions[18]
is the pump transition and " /,^ —> " /,; is the stimulated emission transition as a three-
T 7
14
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level laser. But Erbium-doped fiber laser operating in the spectral region of 1550 nm can 













Figure 1.7 Typical absorption spectrum o f aluminosilicate Er-doped fiber[18]
The spectroscopy of Er ions in glass hosts has a crucial role in understanding the gain 
spectrum and power conversion efficiency. So the spectroscopic study of Er: glass gives 
us understanding about radiative and non - radiative atomic decay, laser line broadening 
and exited state absorption.
1.5.1 Laser line broadening
The spectral line width of an optical transition of rare-earth ions in S iO ^  is broadened 
due to two effects
• Life time broadening
Each level in atom is labeled by a particular life time which can be described by
corresponding spectral line width (Ary). The life time broadened laser lines resulting 
from all atomic contribution is said to be homogeneous; in another word, all ions 
(atoms)in medium host experience the same broadening effects.
• Stark splitting
15
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The other cause o f broadening is Stark splitting which is induced by the Crystalline 
Electric Field surrounding the rare earth ion and can remove the degeneracy of levels
£  =  0
4








Figure 1.8 (a) Effect o f Stark splitting o f energy levels with degeneracies g ,  and caused by crystalline electric
field E (b)effect o f  inhomogeneous broadening [18]
Since in a glass host the field randomly varies from site-to-site the stark splitting between 
energy levels is also random. The site-to-site variation causes inhomogeneous line 
broadening. As mentioned earlier, based on quantum mechanical rules, the degeneracy of 
states is g= 2J-H but based on Kramers’ Rule in the presence of electric field, the
maximum number o f Stark sublevels is g  = J  + — ■ According to this rule, the Stark
levels for and ‘’7,3 in are g, =8 and respectively. But the actual
T T
number o f  sublevels depends on the symmetry o f the Crystalline Electric Field. In the 
case of purely random host structure corresponding to no symmetry, we expect to observe 
the maximum number o f Stark components given by Kramers’ Rule. Because of Stark
16
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splitting; there is g , * possible transitions between the stark sublevels which leads us 






Figure 1.9 Gain spectrum profile o f Er;glass fiber[ 18]
1.6 Overlap integral
The efficiency of an optical fiber amplifier depends on the efficient interaction of 
spatial mode distribution of a pump or a signal with the distribution of dopant ions. The 
highest overlap o f pump and dopant distribution would happen if firstly, the pump 
modes have small spatial mode size and secondly we concentrate the dopants into the 
centre portion of the optical modes where the intensity is the highest. Considering these 
conditions, the overlap integral is defined as [2],
(1.25)
17
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In which I k(r , (p) is normalized
modal intensity which is proportional to square o f mode field distribution. The radius of 
the doped region can be expressed as.
2  S ^  I  n, (0)
r dr (1.26)
where n t (r) is dopant distribution function in core. The population density for each 
energy level is[18].
(1.27)




p  _ _ o  o_
» , ( z )
i = 1,2
Considering Gaussian function for fundamental mode and uniform doped region of radius 
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Figure 1.10 Power-dependent { P  -  P^)  over lap integral F^ , for a Gaussian mode approximation [2]
Vs. p. So we can conclude that if b < w  , F  would be constant and less than 0.6 .
1.7 Fiber lasers
By employing a piece o f doped fiber in a resonator and having it pumped by a 
laser, we can produce lasing wavelengths in the visible or infrared region of 
electromagnetic spectrum. The fiber lasers have some advantages compared to bulk 
optics systems like compact size, high efficiency and high beam quality. The lasers in 
time-domain can categorize into two groups “Continuous Wave Fiber Lasers” or “Pulsed 
Fiber Lasers”, and in wavelength domain as single wavelength(SW) or multi 
wavelength(MW).
1.7.1 Single wavelength fiber laser
A single wavelength source has attracted great attention regarding some 
application like coherent communication and spectroscopy. Fiber lasers in a simple
19
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standing wave geometry can not usually generate a single frequency output due to spatial 
hole-burning effect. Because of this effect, different standing -w ave patterns in a Fabry- 
Perot resonator saturate different parts of gain medium individually (along “z”). So two 
adjacent axial modes would be able to oscillate simultaneously. Furthermore, there is 
inhomogeneous broadening in rare-earth doped fiber. It arises from variations in center 
frequency and line width o f ions in physically different sites at which different 
longitudinal modes at different frequencies can bum hole in gain spectrum separately 
which is called “Spectral Hole Burning”. The first single longitudinal mode was achieved 
in one effort that the cavity length was shortened so that multimode operation due to 
spatial and spectral hole burning was eliminated [19]. In some reports a monomode single 
lasing line was constructed using two intracore Bragg reflector for cavity to discriminate 
longitudinal modes causing spectral hole buming[20,21,22].We can even enhance the 
situation by using a short standing wave cavity combined with one or two narrow-band 
Bragg grating that select a single longitudinal mode[23]. Several methods have been 
proposed using a unidirectional ring cavity[24,25] to produce single wavelength fiber 
laser.
1.7.2 Multiwavelength fiber laser
Optical fiber networks employing wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) are 
promising for optical fiber communication systems. For such systems and for other 
purposes like sensing or high resolution spectroscopy, many wavelengths oscillating 
simultaneously are highly desirable. As mentioned earlier rare-earth doped laser 
materials, possessing split Stark sublevels with multiple allowed transitions provide the
20
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possibility o f having oscillations at more than one wavelength. The reason we get multi­
transition in rare-earth doped fiber is that the depletion of Stark sublevels is selective and 
depends on the polarization of wave and orientation of ion-dipoles; this is what we 
already mentioned as hole burnings (spatial, spectral). To increase the inhomogeneity one
can cool doped fiber at liquid nitrogen temperature [26-29]. Generally, in order to 
produce the multiwavelength fiber laser system we have to employ an intracavity filter. 
Some researchers propose using the strain gradient o f a sampled chirped fiber Bragg 
grating, integrated in laser ring cavity [30]. In some other works multi wavelength 
operation o f EDF laser has been demonstrated using a polarization controller in ring 
cavity with which we can also change both the number o f lasing lines and spacing 
between them[31].
1.8 High power fiber laser
High power fiber laser sources with very narrow line width in 1.5 - 1.6 f jm  
spectral region is o f great interest in many scientific and engineering applications such as 
wavelength conversion using Raman fiber lasers[32] and coherent combination[33]. After 
the first reports on high power fiber laser [34] considerable amount o f work has been 
done to develop such lasers [35,36,37]. Single mode high power fiber lasers are available 
from 5 watts to greater than 1 kilowatt. These lasers operate in either continuous wave 
(CW) or pulsed regime at frequencies up to 50 kHz . The laser has application in 
printing, ranging, and marking [38, 39]. To produce high output power from a laser, we 
need high power pump Laser and excellent conversion of pump energy to signal power.
21
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1.8.1 Double clad fibers
The output power o f the laser can be increased by increasing input pump power 
or by increasing the interaction between pump and active ions at constant input pump 
power. To couple high power pump into doped fiber core, we need higher NA of fiber 
which can be increased by increasing the core diameter or using double clad fiber [40]. 
Increasing the core diameter in order to get the maximum portion of input pump has 
some disadvantages like losing the quality o f light, transition from single mode to higher 
modes which leads to some problems such as diffraction loss or degradation in the spatial 
coherency. Considering all these drawbacks, instead of increasing the core area, 
researchers use double cladding in order to couple pump light into core. So, the second 
cladding guides the pump light which gives higher interaction of active ions with pump 
compared with a single clad fiber with the same core NA as double d a d ’s. Geometrically, 
the cross section o f most fibers are circular. The disadvantage of such kind of shape is 
that the skew rays never cross the centre o f fiber, they always travel on the side of fiber 
which makes less light interaction with dopants inside the fiber which is a great loss to 
high power lasers. To overcome this problem either the core should be centrally off in 
first cladding (for circular cross section fibers) in order to meet the skew rays or if we 
want to use the centrally placed core, the geometry of first cladding should be different 
from circular [41,42].
22
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Figure 1.11 Different Cross-Sectional Configuration o f Double Clad Fibers 
The ratio o f absorbable power to pump power is defined as
(1.30)
For circular double clad fibers [41 ]
7U
P_ 1 - _P
v 4  y
+  S in




p and Ro are the radius o f core and first cladding respectively. And for off-set double clad 
fiber
P  + P  
Ro ^
1-
\  R q yl
+ Sin
^ p  + P ^
\  R q ^
(1.32)
where P  is the offset. Comparing p, and p2 we can conclude that because o f “P”, we
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always have P2 > Pi and briefly, the larger the P the higher the absorption. But including 
the rectangular inner cladding with appropriate NA we still get the maximum launched 
pump power into double clad fibers compared to p2 and p , .
1.8.2 Ep^-Yb^^ Doped fiber
As mentioned earlier a double clad fiber increases the coupling efficiency of the 
pump laser. Since Er^^bas low absorption cross section we can increase its 
concentration in glass. But at high erbium concentration, some cluster would be 
formed[43,44], which cause the ion-ion interaction among ions resulting in
depletion of erbium metastable level. So we can assist to pump Er^^ by resonance 
transfer o f energy (Sensitization of Fluorescence) from . Due to high absorption 
cross section of ions they absorb appreciable amount o f excitation energy and then 




la ser  transition
Yb Er
Figure 1.12 Principle o f energy transfer between Y b ^  and £ )*
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In this way we can provide an efficient indirect pumping mechanism for erbium as well 
as avoid the formation of clusters by the presence of .
1.8.3 High-power multiwavelength fiber laser (HPMWFL)
To produce high power multi wavelength fiber laser, we can use the same 
technique which we applied before for generating low power multi wavelength fiber laser 
such as using intracavity filters in a ring cavity [46,47], In order to produce high output 
power, we need higher pump conversion efficiency in dopant ions for which, as
mentioned before, we can take advantage of resonance transfer o f energy between Yb*^
and Er*^. Also we need larger modal area to launch the multi mode pump power into 
core, where cladding pump technique in a double clad fiber is an appropriate solution.
Moreover, in efficient cladding pump of -  YE^ co-doped fiber, we can improve 
the overlap between modes and active ions by twisting the doped fiber in a figure of eight 
or kidney shape in which the resulting absorption is almost three to four times more[ 48]. 
Other technique to achieve high power multiwavelength fiber laser is to use
co-doped fiber [49]; spatial mode beating filter where a multimode fiber acts 
as a filter[47].
1.9 Objective
The objective o f the proposed research is to design a medium power single­
mode multiwavelength fiber laser.
25
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1.10 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2 describes multiwavelength fiber laser using a Fabry-Perot resonator 
where an erbium-doped fiber is bidirectionally pumped. Furthermore, we study 
applicability o f Sagnac loop filter in adjusting the separation o f lasing lines.
Chapter 3 describes a multi wavelength fiber ring laser using Sagnac loop 
interferometer as filter. A dynamic grating based on saturable absorber is used as tracking 
filter to stabilize the lasing lines.
Chapter 4 describes future work.
26
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Chapter 2
A multiwavelength fiber laser using bidirectional 
pumping method for producing high power Laser
2.1 Introduction
High power and narrow line width fiber lasers have attracted much attention due 
to their applications in sensors, spectroscopy, and optical communications. In this 
chapter we describe a multi wavelength fiber laser using bidirectional pumping method of 
an erbium-doped fiber in FP resonator configuration. We also investigated the application 
of a Sagnac loop interferometer as a tunable filter. Efficient coupling o f high power from 
pump laser into rare earth-doped fiber is one of the challenging tasks o f designing a high 
power fiber laser. As mentioned earlier (chapter 1, section 1.8.1), cladding pumped
doped fiber is a preferred choice for high power fiber laser where the pump 
power is carried by the cladding (Figure 2.1). The slope efficiency of the pump 
absorption for cladding pumping is 38 percent more compared to single clad rare-earth 
doped fiber pumping [1]. There are different methods to pump the doped fiber such as
33
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Side Pumping [2], Cladding Pumping by Fiber Bundles [3] and Bidirectional 
pumping[4]. The configurations of unidirectional (forward) and bidirectional pumping 
are shown in Figure2.2 .


























WSC : wavelength selective coupler 
Figure 2.2 (a) Standard forward pumping (b) Bidirectional pumping
The experimental and theoretical studies shows bidirectional pumping is more 
efficient than unidirectional one[5]. In bidirectional pumping for single clad active fiber
34
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more active ions inside the core interact with pump power so optimum length of fiber in 
order to get particular gain is less than forward pumping with the same pump power.
2.2 Theory
p - ( z ) 7 ^
Figure 2.3 Bidirectional pumping
In an amplifier, for a doped fiber of length L  the relation between the normalized 
input ) and output ,q^  ] pump powers at Z = 0 ,L  (Figure 2.3) in
bidirectional pumping method [6,7] is given by,
A A  (2 .1 )
and
where
4 l  ( a  )  ^  effective pump saturation power
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(J\   ̂( a  absorption and emission cross section
r =  "7,3 fluorescence life time «10
T






Figure 2.4 Pump and Laser transition
If ( z )  = — * ^  \  be the forward and backward normalized signal powers at “ Z ”,
4 L ( 4 )
where 4 ^̂ )  is the effective signal saturation power, then the equation related to the
gain and input pump powers qo* ,q P  [7] is.
- b exp A ,l)
9o 2 exp(-w Z )-l




= Gain dependent pump
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‘- t :
 ̂ and cc[  ̂ = fiber background absorption and absorption coefficient atk , p k , p
respectively
U n , k
Similarly, the relation between signal and amplifier gain, G (g )  is,
I <70
Pt Olo ) = GJ (?M I pI ) + ft -7 7- ^  j
{a +  )dx
(2.4)
In Equation 2.4 the first term in braces is amplified signal and the second term 
corresponds to amplified spontaneous emission. Since amplified spontaneous emission 
noise is due to the incomplete erbium inversion and the effect o f insufficient pump 
absorption by Erbium ions, by using bidirectional pumping we enhance the erbium ions 
absorption which results in giving the advantage of more uniform population inversion
along the fiber and increase o f gain coefficient. The total pump power )
required for transparency in bidirectional pumped Er-doped fiber as a function of 
absorption coefficient is shown below ;
L  (km) =  . 25
Forward 
Bidirectional
0 2 4 6 8 10
(a) Er-doping absorption coefficient a* (dB/km)
Figure 2.5 The normalized pump power Vs. Er. Absorption coefficient for different fiber length [6]
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2.3 Sagnac loop filters
A simple technique to construct a multiwavelength laser source is to use a 
broadband gain medium together with an optical filter to select lasing wavelengths 
[8,9,10,11]. A Sagnac loop interferometer [12] is widely used for producing multiple 
peaks in designing multiwavelength fiber laser. It consists o f 3 dB fiber coupler , 
polarization maintaining fiber(PMF) and a polarization controller ( PC ). Figure 2.6 




Figure 2.6 Sagnac loop interferometer
loss, polarization independence to input light and high resistance to environmental 
changes, because both counterpropagating light waves travel the same optical path before 
recombining at the fiber coupler. These characteristics make it a promising wavelength- 
selective tool for multiwavelength fiber lasers. Besides, if polarization maintaining fiber 
is affected by environmental changes such as temperature, it results in just a slow drift of 
the transmission wavelengths. By adjusting polarization controller plates we can shift the 
output spectrum of the Sagnac loop interferometer. The filter spacing can be adjusted by 
changing the length o f polarization maintaining fiber or by cascading different length of 
polarization maintaining fiber to change the effective length o f birefringence fiber[13].
38
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One of the main tasks in this thesis is to study, both theoretically and experimentally, the 
application o f Sagnac loop interferometer inside a FP or ring resonator.
2.3.1 Sagnac loop filter using single-segment polarization - 
maintaining fiber
Using Jones Matrix method we can find out the transmission and reflection 
function of the Sagnac loop interferometer for a particular length o f PMF [14-16]. 
Denoting as X  - Y  components of input and transmitted fields with
- _ I tiBL
wavelength o f Æ and o  = --------- phase retardance of PMF, where “L” is the length of
À,
the PMF and “B” is the birefringence. For fast axis rotation angle 6 , the Jones matrix 





Figure 2.7 System o f  axis required to express the Sagnac loop analysis { a - 6 )
M{d)^
4- i Sin





( 'S''- Cos -  i Sin
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similarly the Jones matrix for light beams traveling the loop in counter-clock wise 
direction is
y
and the transmission coefficient is
(2 .6)
—  T





Finally the transmission function T { X )  is,
—r
-In
=  T { X ) =  S i n ' { 2 9 )  S i n '
(2.7)
(2 .8)
Adjusting the PC plates in loop, we can make 6  =  — and thus Equation 2.8 reduces to
4
T { X ) = S i n ' \ ^  (2.9)
where maximum transmission occurs at S  = [ i n  +  Ÿj/T n  =  0 ,1,2 ,3 ... and the 
spacing { A X )  between two transmission maxima is
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.  c /IA X  = -----  (2.10)
BL
So, in order to change the spacing we have to change length of the PMF or birefringence.
2.3.2 Sagnac loop filter using 2-segment polarization- 
maintaining fiber
As mentioned earlier, in order to have different transmission spectrum with 
different spacing, we should change the effective length o f PMF inside the loop. It is 
possible to change effective length of PMF using multiple segments o f PMF inside the 
Sagnac loop filter [13].
PC#1 PHF#1 P C # 2  PM F#2 P C #3
^  ( g X B D ( g ) Œ D ( g )  ^
3 dB coupler
Input output
Figure 2.8 2-segment PMF Sagnac loop
As shown in Figure 2.8 we used a Sagnac loop comprising two pieces of PMF 
and three PCs’ successively. Following the same procedure as for one-segment PMF 
Sagnac loop and considering the effective birefringence matrix for two-segment PMF as
M { 0 \  where
= (2 .11)
and likewise M y - 0 )
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(2 12)
the transmission function is,
T { X )  = S in (2 9 ^  ) S in “ 2 C o s
I 2 J V




where 6^, 6^ , S^, are fast axis rotation and phase retardance for each PMF piece, 
respectively. By adjusting the PCs we can get two different transmission spectrums.
i. 0 ^ = - &  9 , = -  
' 4  ' 4
ii. 9 , = - & 9 , = ~ -  
' 4 ' 4
T ( A )  = S i n ’
T { Z )  = S i n '
2
(2.14)
So, comparing these results with what we calculated earlier for one-segment PMF Sagnac 
loop filter we can express B L  in Equation 2.10 as ,




Thus, by using 2-segment PMF we can produce two different spectrum.
2.3.3 Sagnac loop filter using 3-segment polarization- 
maintaining fiber
Following the same procedure to get more flexibility of changing wavelength
(2.16)
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spacing we considered a Sagnac loop comprising three segments o f PMF and four 
individual PCs as shown in Figure 2.9,




Figure 2,9 3-segment PMF Sagnac loop 
considering the effective birefringence matrix for this loop as M { 0 ^
and likewise M { —0 ^
M ( -  0 )  =  M , ( -  <?, ) M ,  ( -  ) M ,  ( -  0, )
C2 17)
(2 18)
we can calculate the transmission function as
T  =
(2.19)
-  f  Sin(20i )Sin{202 )Sm{26  ̂) s J — I s i n f — V i n f
h Siré^û[  ̂(&2 )Oos^{0^) c o s |^ ^ ^  2 ^ + Cos^(02)Sin^ ) c o s ^ —— j + Sin^ (% )Cos^ )C o ,s^  ^
I- Sit 2̂02 ( 0 |  )Cos^ +  Sin^ ) S i n ^ I c o s f * '̂ )Sin^ ) c o s |"  ^  — ■] +  5 /n ^  )Cos^ IC o ij"
- Sin{202)Sm y ï c o i ^ (o,)Coi (̂ 0 j j + Sin^(0,)Sir>^(02) c o s | ^ j  + C o j^(0|)S/n̂ }
2
cos| I + Sin'
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Again considering four particular cases for distinct combination rotation angles of three 
PMF segments ,6 ^ ,6 ^ ^  can simplify the transmission function to,
i- e , = 0 , = ^ ; 0 2 = - ^
ii. 0 , = 0 , = 0 , = ± —1 2  3 ^
Hi. 8 , = 0 , = ^ ; 0 , = - ^  
iv. 8 , = 0 , = - ^ ; 0 , = ^
the effective BL  are.
T { x) =S i n
T(X)^Sin
T{X)=Sin
6 . + 5 . + 6
Ô. - 5
+ B̂ L̂
^ 1A  “  A  A  +  A  A  
AA + AA “ A A 
A A “ A A “ AA
(2.20)
C2.21)
In the case o f N segments o f PMF in Sagnac loop we can expect 2^^ '̂  number of 
individual effective lengths [17,18] and corresponding transmission spectrum.
2.4 Resonator
Our objective in this research project is to design an efficient resonator for high 
power multiwavelength fiber laser. Figure 2.10 shows a FP resonator where a 
bidirectional pumping scheme is used. This resonator comprises of two three-port
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980nm
Sagnac Filter
Figure 2.10 Fiber laser resonator [19]
polarization independent circulator (Appendix I )  as the mirrors o f Fabry-Perot resonator, 
a Sagnac loop filter, one polarization controller to adjust the polarization of the light 
inside the cavity and polarization-maintaining erbium-doped fiber as a gain medium 
which is bi-directionally pumped using a 980 nm laser through two 980/1550 wavelength 
division multiplexer (Appendix II ). The output of this laser is observed by an optical 
spectrum analyzer o f resolution 0.05 nm. In this chapter, we explore the effect of Sagnac 
loop on the output spectrum, the bidirectional pumping scheme etc.
2.4.1 Theory of the passive resonator
The output of the passive resonator without the Sagnac loop filter shown in Figure
2.11 is given by
oui _ T \  Qxp{-2aL)
A  (l -  Gxp(- 2 a L ^  + 4.^ A  A  Gxp(- 2aL)Sin^ (j3L)
(222)
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Figure 2.11 Passive Fabry-Perot resonator including Sagnac loop filter






Figure 2.12 Relative Intensity Vs. Wavelength for FPR. L=.01 m , n=l.46, 
R, =1, Ry = 0.98, a  = 0,  AÀ =  .Oinm ; F W H M  =  4 x 1 0 ""nm
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of the cavity and a  is total loss of the cavity. Figure 2.12 shows the output of the
passive resonator. The Finesse o f the resonator is
n  (i?, )< e x p (-  o L  ) 
1 -  -^R ^R ^  e x p (-  2oL )
C123)
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1 -  - jR ^ S in Î — exp(- 2aL, ) + exp(- 2oi, )Sin^ — Siri^{fil)
2 y i \ 2 J




1576 157 8  1580  1582  1584
Wavelength(nm)
1586 1588
Figure 2.14 Transmission spectrum o f the resonator with Sagnac loop inside; Lpf ,p  =1 /W, 5  = 3.7x 10-4
Figure 2.14 shows output of the resonator with a Sagnac loop filter. Comparing Figures
2.12 and 2.13 and 2.14 we can conclude that the transmission spectrum of the resonator 
is modulated by the transmission function o f Sagnac loop filter.
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2.4.2 Experimental results
An elliptical core erbium doped fiber of length 3 m and of absorption 18 dB/m at 
980 nm is used inside the cavity. In order to justify the function of Sagnac loop in our 
cavity with theoretical results, we used different lengths of polarization-maintaining fiber 
in our one segment Sagnac loop. Figures 2.15 (a), 2.15 (b), 2.15 (c), show dual­
wavelength fiber laser for polarization-maintaining fiber of lengths 180 cm, 5 m and 8 m 
respectively.
R E S : 0 . 0 5 n m  S E N S : H I G H  1 A U G :  1 S M P L : A U T O
À, = 1 5 9 7 .9 3  nm 






- 7 5 6 _ _ _ _ _ _
1 5 8 8 . 0 0 nm 1 5 9 8 . 0 0 nm 1 6 0 8 . 0 0 nm
(a)
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- 6 0 . 9
-80 .9_____
1 5 9 4 . 0 0 n m 1 6 0 2 . 0 0 n m
1 0 . 0 d B / D
(b)
R E S : 0 . 0 5 n m  S E N S : H I G H  1 A U G :  1 S M P L : A U T O
/I, = 1564.845 nm-15.0
d B m
REF-




1 5 5 5 . 0 0 nm 1 5 7 5 . 0 0 nm
( C )
Figure 2.15 Spectrum o f two lasing lines (a) — ISO cm,  àP. ~ 3.6 nm ,
(b) =  5 /M, A/1 «  1 .3 «W (c )Lp^f = S m , A À « i . S n m
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2.5 Conclusion
The maximum output power from the laser obtained for an input pump power of 
«300 mW is less than 3 mW (Figure 2.16). The multiavelength fiber laser using 
bidirectional pumping method cannot produce high output power, because of high pump 
power coupling loss due to core-ellipticity of the doped fiber. The other reason includes 
imavailability of suitable high power single mode pump laser.
In chapter 3, we design a ring resonator for producing high power
multiwavelength fiber laser. A double clad -76^^ doped fiber is used as gain
medium together with a high power multimode 976 nm pump laser. The output of the 
laser is more than 100 mW.
AUG: 1 SMPL-.AUTOR E S : 0 . 0 5 n m  S E N S : H I G H  1
/t, =  1598.025 nm 
^2 =  1598.895 «m 
/tg = 1599.755 «OT 
/ i ,  =  I6 0 0 .6 1 0 « 7 k
-30.0
-50.0
- 7 0 . 0 1 V  ^  
1 5 9 0 . 0 0 n m 1 6 1 0 . 0 0 nm1 6 0 0 . 0 0 n m
Figure 2 .16  Experimental results show  that the laser can produce a m axim um  output pow er o f  
«  3 m w  for an input pump power o f« !  300 mW  , A T «  .8  M/M
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Chapter 3
Single-mode high power multiwavelength fiber ring 
laser using a saturable absorber
3.1 Introduction
A single-mode high power multi wavelength fiber laser has attracted much 
attention due to its applications in sensor, wavelength division multiplexed optical 
communication and spectroscopy. An erbium doped fiber has been used as gain medium 
to produce multiwavelength fiber laser. At room temperature an erbium doped fiber 
shows homogenous gain broadening. So, it is difficult to produce a multiwavelength laser 
due to severe mode competition between adjacent lasing wavelengths. Several techniques 
have been proposed and demonstrated to produce a multiwavelength fiber laser at room 
temperature by using, a fiber bragg grating [1,2],photonic crystal fiber [3,4,5,6], 
dispersion-shifted fiber [7] etc. In most of the cases the application of these lasers are 
limited due to low output power, large linewidth etc. A few high power multi wavelength
fiber laser are reported where an -Yb*^  co-doped fiber is used as a gain medium 
[8,9]. In chapter 2, we mentioned a multiwavelength fiber laser using bidirectional
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pumping scheme in Fabry-Perot resonator configuration. But the output power of the 
laser is very small (« 3 w lF  ). In this chapter, we demonstrate a high power
multi wavelength fiber laser in ring resonator configuration. An Er*^ -  co-àopQà 
double clad fiber is used as a gain medium. A Sagnac loop filter is used inside the ring 
cavity to obtain the desired separation between lasing lines. An unpumped polarization 
maintaining fiber is used as the saturable absorber to produce stable single mode lasing 
lines.
3.2 Saturable absorber
A stable single-mode laser with narrow line width is attractive for its application. 
One of the techniques to get such lasing lines is using the self-induced grating which can 
dynamically adjust itself to small ambient disturbances. A saturable absorber (SA) is a 
photosensitive fiber which can be made by doping some impurity like Erbium in glass. 
Using counter propagating waves in saturable absorber we can make a dynamic grating
filters with line width o f few hundred hertz. In Figure 3.1, E , and are electric fields
of counter propagating waves which are forming standing wave pattern in the saturable 
absorber. Considering their interference we can write the optical intensity distribution as 
[ 10 ],
/  =  /, -b / j  + 2-^1  cos(2/7 z) (3.1)
where / ,   ̂ is the optical intensity of the E ,  ̂ , z  is the propagation distance and f5  is the 
propagation constant. The standing wave pattern in SA produces spatial hole burning
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Figure 3.1 Spatial interference in saturable absorber by two counter propagating waves
effect. So in the region of high (anti-nodes) and low (nodes) intensities, the absorption 
would be low and high respectively. This will create a periodic variation of refractive 
index with a spatial period o f one half of propagating wavelength in saturable absorber. 
The modulated refractive index which will form a transient grating can be expressed as 
[11,12,13],
n { z )  =  « -F c o s ( i p  z )  (3.2)
where M is the average refractive index change and is the amplitude of induced
refractive index perturbation. A «  is typically within 1 0 "’ —1 0 "̂  and based on 
theoretical study the maximum induced refractive index change in an erbium doped fiber 
is given by [14,15],
r m o -
(3.3)
where F  is the overlap factor; N  is erbium concentration; (7 is erbium emission cross 
section and À  is the wavelength. Equation 3.3 explicitly gives us the relation between 
induced refractive index change and erbium ion concentration in saturable absorber.
The transient grating formed inside the SA is related to material excitation, so 
lifetime o f excitation dictates the time scale on which the grating is established or 
decayed. When the two counter propagating beams in SA have different frequencies.
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( / j  and f ^ ) ,  we observe different interference pattern [16]. Comparing the frequency 
difference with response time of active-ion, T ( for erbium-ion r  « 10 m sec ) , when
I  <  — or we can see an interference pattern in SA which results in
T
spatial hole buming(SHB). When the saturation can not follow the
T
modulation coming from the interference of the two waves, so no SHB is formed and 
the saturation is spatially uniform as shown in Figure 3.2 [17].
uniform fofensity (uniform absorption coefficient)
(a )
higher Intensity (lower absorption coefficient)
(b)
Figure 3.2 Frequency dependent intensity distribution in the SA (a) without SHB, | / ,  -  / a  | »  — (b) with
So, when the coherency between two counter propagating waves in SA reduces, 
the reflection o f induced grating formed in SA decreases. Furthermore, when the intensity 
of counter propagating waves inside the SA increases and comes close to saturation point 
the absorption o f SA decreases and medium becomes transparent (Figure 3.3).
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1.2.
I
Figure 3.3 Reflectivity o f dynamic grating versus the normalized signal intensity for the case when two counter- 
propagating signals are coherent(upper most curve) and for the case when the signal waves are not coherent[18]
3.3 Saturable absorber grating response
Using coupled mode theory we can find the characteristics o f dynamic fiber 
grating. The coupled differential equations for the counter-propagating signal waves in 
SA section are [19,20,21],
dA, _  . . . \ (3-4)
d z
-  g A ,  -  kA ^  exp(2z AA!"' z )
dA^
d z
= - g A ^  -f kA^ e x p (-  2 i  A K '  z )
where
£■, 2 = ^12 exp(/(± £ , 2 -  fu, 2̂ )) are the field of two counter propagating waves, 
and A 2  are amplitudes of the counter propagating waves £, and £ ;
k = —--------  is the coupling term
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f
g = g
A,2 - 1̂1.2 I
y
X -  — °—r  is the nonlinear susceptibility
1 +  —
4
k
g = and represents the effect o f saturation
The first term in Equation 3.4 arises from the saturation induced by counter-propagating
waves. The second term which gives the reflection from grating arises from the grating 
formed by the interference of two waves. Using the boundary conditions o f (o) = 1 
and A 2  (L) = 0 , where L is the length of dynamic grating, we can obtain solutions of
Equation 3.4 which gives the response o f the dynamic grating as
A .  SCosh [^(Z -  z)]+ j iA K ' -  g)Smh [^(X -
(3.5)
^SCosh
where S  = ■\j{g - iA K 'y  - k ^  . From Equations 3.5, the reflection as a function of 
wavelength and grating length can be expressed as,
4 ( 0 )r {à, , l ) =
_  S i n h ^ ( S L ) ____________
[ S C o s h  { S L ) + { i A K '  -  g ) S i n h { S L ) ]4 (0 )
Equation 3.6 can be used to plot the reflection as a function o f grating length for 
different values o f refractive index change(A:) [22]. The reflection bandwidth of the 
dynamic grating is given by
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c
A v  =
I n  n
n
1
where n  is the refractive index. So the bandwidth of dynamic grating depends on the 
length o f SA and strength is a function of active-ion concentration [23].
3.4 Experimental set up, results and discussion
Figure 3.4 shows a ring resonator configuration to produce high power 
multiwavelength fiber laser. The ring cavity comprises a piece o f double clad
co-doped fiber which serves as the gain medium o f the laser. The active fiber 
is pumped by a 975 nm laser diode with maximum output power o f 4 w at 4 A current, 
through a 6 x 1 pump power combiner ( Appendix III ). A saganc loop filter (chapter 2, 
section 3.2) is employed to generate a spectrum at a particular wavelength spacing. An 
optical isolator (01) is used inside the cavity to confirm unidirectional propagation of 
light. A polarization controller (PCI) is used to control the state of polarization of the 
circulating wave inside the cavity. The output of the laser is extracted by a 3 dB coupler. 
An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with resolution of 0.05 nm is used to do the 
measurements.
A single mode circular core double clad -Yb*^ co-doped fiber (SM- 
EYDCF ) and a single-mode polarization-maintaining double clad Er~̂  ̂ -  Yb*^ co-doped 
fiber (PM-EYDCF) are used as the gain media. The splice loss at single-mode
61
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9 7 5  nm
C
t EY-DCF ^c m
PC 1 PMF1 P C 2  PM F2




Figure 3.4 schematic o f the set up for multi-wavelength fiber laser
and active fiber is less than 1 dB. PM-EYDCF has a hexagonal shape o f cross section for 
second cladding in order to increase the pump absorption efficiency through multiple 
reflection from outer surface. The data for both SM-EYDCF (Nufem: SM-EYDF-7/130 ) 
and PM-EYDCF (Cor Active: FIPA-E Y -10-PM-01 ) are mentioned in Table 3.1(a,b). 
Figure 3.5 shows variation of pump wavelength with pump current. Figure 3.6(a) and 
3.6(b) show the absorption spectrum of PM-EYDCF and SM-EYDCF with the peak 
absorption of « 9.3 dB/m and 2 dB/m at wavelength of « 975 nm respectively.
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CorActlve: HPA-EY-10-PM-01
Parameters Value
Pump guide Ytterbium absorption @  975 nm 9.3 dB / m
Core absorption (Er/Y b)@  1550 nm 21 dB 1 m
Effective numerical aperture 0.17







Pump guide Ytterbium absorption @ 975 nm 2dB! m
Peak core Erbium absorption near 1550 nm 15 dB/m
Core numerical aperture 0.17
Cladding numerical aperture 0.46
Second mode cut off 1450 +  50 nm
Clad diameter 130 +  3 jum
Length 4.5 m
(b)
Table 3.1 (a) and (b) Gain medium fiber data
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Pump CuiTBfit (mA)
Figure 3.5 Current-wavelength characteristic o f pump source
■a




1000 1050 1100900 950850800
Wavelength (nm)
(b)
Figure 3.6 (a) Absorption spectrum o f PM-EYDCF2 (b) Absorption spectrum o f SM-EYDCF
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To study the tunability o f the spacing in real time using multi -  segment Sagnac 
loop (chapter 2, Equation 2.13 ) in ring resonator, we provided a two segment Sagnac 
loop with PMF lengths of Z, = 2 w , I 2 = 4 w , which produces a separation o f 1.1 nm 
and 3.4 nm. For each gain medium at particular lasing line separation we tried to find out 
the spectra showing the maximum number of lasing lines with maximum output power. 
Figure 3.7 shows output of multiwavelength laser with a maximum output power of 176 
mW using SM-EYDCF. We can Switch from Ù^X~\.\nm  to AT »2>Anm by adjusting 
PCs in Sagnac loop filter. Figure 3.8 shows maximum number of lasing lines with 
maximum output power of 174 mW using SM-EYDCF .
T, =1546.19«w 
À- 2  =1547.35 nm 
Tj = 1548.47/im 






1 5 8 0 . 0 0 n m1 5 5 5 .0 0 nm
Figure 3.7 Spectrum o f four lasing lines, AT » 1.1 «m , Zg = — = 4  mm ,resolution=0.05 nm, 
P. =  1873 m W , P  =  176 mW, Stability <  lOmin
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Â, = 1 5 4 8 . 7 5  
A; = 1 5 5 2 . 3 7  
À ,  = 1 5 5 5 . 9 5  
À ,  = 1 5 5 9 . 7 4  
^5 =  1 5 6 3 .5 6
1555.00nm 5.00nm/D 1580 .00nm
Figure 3.8 Spectrum o f five lasing lines, A À  «  3 .4  n m  , L g  =  —  =  4  m m , resolution=0.05 nm, P.^ =  1873 mW
, P  = 1 7 4 m W , Stability ~  2-3 successive scans
We repeated the experiment using PM-EYDCF as the gain medium. Figure 3.9 and 
Figure 3.10 show the multi wavelength lasing lines with maximum output power of 86 
and 98 mW at AA w l.lnm  and AA »3.4nm  respectively.
-18.0
dBm X 1= 1545.46 «W 






1555 .00nm 1580 .00nm
Figure 3.9 Spectrum o f 3 lasing lines, A X ^ \ . \ n m , L g  =  —  =  4  m m  , resolution=0.05 nm, P.^ = 1 1 6 0 m W
P  =  86 mW, Stability ~  2 successive scans
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1 0 .0 d B /D
-IB dBn
R E S :0 .0 5 n m  SENS: HIGH 1 AUG: 1 SrPL:AUTO
T
: 1557.17 nm
A  3 = 1 5 6 4 . 0 3 ;  
X 4= 1 567 .51
!...
5M.....
1 5 3 0 .00nm 1555.00nm 5.00nm^D 1580.00mt
À
Figure 3.10 Spectrum o f four lasing lines, A X f » 3 A n m , L g  =  4  m m , resolution=0.05 nm, P.^ — 1516 mW
, — 98 mW, Stability ~  2-3 successive scans
Though we can produce multiwavelength laser with more than 100 mW output 
power, they are not stable and severe mode hopping exists. In order to stabilize them we 














Figure 3.11 Schematic o f the set up for stable multi-wavelength fiber laser
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Figure 3.11 shows the ring resonator for producing multi wavelength fiber laser 
using SA. An unpumped elliptical core erbium doped fiber is used inside the cavity as 
SA, a polarization controller (PCS) to maintain the polarization of the wave inside the 
SA, two polarization independent optical circulator, circulator 1 ensures unidirectional 
propagation o f the wave inside the cavity and the optical circulator2 acts as a broadband 
reflector (ports 2 and 3 are spliced) (Figure 3.12). The reflected light interferes with 
counter propagating wave and creates standing wave pattern inside the SA section.
OPTICAL
CTRCULATOR
Figure 3.12 Optical circulator as reflector .ports 2 and 3 are connected
The output power is extracted through a 3 dB coupler. An optical spectrum analyzer 
(OSA) with the resolution of 0.05 nm and a scanning Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer 
(SFPSA) o f resolution 27 MHz (FSR=8 GHz, Finesse=300) are used to monitor the 
output o f the laser. The high resolution o f SFPSA helps us to study the longitudinal-mode 
characteristic o f each lasing line.
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The combination of fibers we used as gain and SA are listed in Table 3.2. 
As mentioned in Table 3.2 two types of elliptical core erbium-doped fiber (PM-EDF 1 or 
PM-EDF2) with different erbium concentration and length is used as the SA inside the 
cavity. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the absorption spectrum of PM-EDF 1 and PM-EDF2. 
The peak absorption o f PM-EDF 1 and PM-EDF2 for signal (À  = 1550 nm) is 10.8 dB/m 






Double Clad Fiber 
(SM-EYDCF)
Polarization Maintaining 
Erbium Doped Fiber 
(PM-EDF 1)
IVG : Polarization 




Double Clad Fiber 
(PM-EYDCF)
Polarization Maintaining 
Erbium Doped Fiber 
(PM-EDF 1)
IVG : Polarization 
Maintaining Erbium Doped 
Fiber (PM-EDF2)
Table 3.2. Different types o f fiber used in the experiments
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Figure 3.13 Absorption spectrum of PM-EDF 1
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Figure 3.14 Absorption spectrum o f PM-EDF2
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Our experimental observation shows that using SA in circuit we can improve the 
stability o f lasing lines. Figure 3.15 shows 4-lasing lines using PM-EYDCF as the gain 
medium and without using SA. The lasing lines are stable only for few minutes. Figure 
3.16 shows 4 lasing lines using 3 m of PM-EDF 1 inside the resonator ( Figure 3.11 ). 
The lasing lines are stable for more than 2 hours when measured using OSA of 
resolution 0.01 nm. To study the effect o f separation on stability we changed the 
separation between lines from 1.5 to 0.8 nm by changing the length of polarization- 
maintaining fiber inside the Sagnac loop filter. Figure 3.17 shows 4 stable lasing lines of 
separation 0.8 nm when observed through an OSA of resolution 0.05 nm. Analyzing the 
output using a Scanning Fabry-Perot Spectrum Analyzer (SFPSA) we found that the 
lasing lines are single-mode but suffering from severe mode hopping.
A, = 1545.60 nm -• 
^2 = 1547.lOnm 
I 3 = 1548.62 «m 





1 5 2 5 . 0 0 n m 1 5 5 5 . 0 0 nm 1 5 8 5 . 0 0 n m
Figure 3.15 4-lasing lines with stability o f few minutes at resolution o f 0.05 nm through OSA. PM-EYDCF is used 
as gain medium and without using SA. = 1160 mW , = 98 mW. AÂ = 1.5 M/M ;Length o f PMF is
>4m .Birefringence = 3 .7 8 x 1 0 - 4
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Figure 3.16 Stability o f 4 lasing lines over 2 hours at resolution o f 0.01 nm using PM-EYDCF and 3 m of PM- 
EDF 1 as SA obtained through OSA. = 1160 mW , =  66 mW. AÀ = 1.6 nm ;Length o f  PMF is
»  4/m ,Birefringence =  3 .78  x  10
A, = 1562.1 nm 
À2 = 1 5 6 2 .9  nm 
/I3 - 1564.6 nm 
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1 5 8 5 . 0 0 nm1 5 6 0 . 0 0 n m
Figure 3 .17 Stability o f 4  lasing lines at resolution o f 0.05 nm using PM-EYDCF and 3 m o f PM- EDFl as SA. 
P,„ =  941 m W  , = 5 0  m W  . Inset shows spectrum plotted using data extracted from SFPSA. AA  =  0.8 nm  ;
Length o f PMF is »  8/m .Birefringence = 3 .7 8 x 1 0 - 4
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To study the effect o f SA we used two types o f PM-EDF as SA with different 
concentration o f active-ion and lengths. We performed our experiments using several 
lengths o f PM-EDF2 (from 15 cm-3 m) as SA. The best result is obtained using 15 cm of 
PM-EDF2 as SA and SM-EYDCF as gain medium. We can produce two stable lines 
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Figure 3.18 Stability o f 2 lasing lines at resolution o f  0.01 nm using PM-EYDCF and 15 cm o f PM- EDF2 as SA. 
Pj„ = 9 A 1  m W  . = 4 2  /«IF , AA = 1.6 «w  ; Length o f PMF is .Birefringence = 3 .78 x 10"''
We repeated the experiment using PM-EDF 1. Our experiments show that PM-EDF 1 
gives us better stability o f lasing lines with high output power when length varied from 1 
to 3 m, because it has low absorption compared to PM-EDF2 ( Figure 3.13,3.14).
We repeated the experiment using SM-EYDCF as the gain medium and PM- 
EDF 1 as the SA. We could produce a maximum of four stable lasing lines when observed 
through OSA of resolution 0.01 nm with stability o f more than 2 hours. The stability of 
the lasing lines depends on the stability o f the dynamic grating inside the SA. A good
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polarization-maintaining is required to produce a stable grating. Comparing results using 
SM-EYDCF and PM-EYDCF as gain medium we can conclude that the PM- 
EYDCF maintained the state o f polarization inside the cavity and resulted in more 
stable lasing lines. Figure 3.19(a) and 3.19(b) show a stable single-mode dual wavelength 
laser with an output power o f 50 mW for an input pump power o f 947 mW. The laser 
produces a maximum output power of 110 mW for two stable lasing lines with stability 
more than 2 hours for an input pump power of 1873 mW when observed through OSA. 
Figure 3.20(a), 3.20(b) show a highly stable single- mode lasing line with the output 
power o f 50 mW for an input pump power of 947 mW. Figure 3.21 shows the output 
intensity variation (<  0.15 dB ) o f single-mode single wavelength laser.
At =  1562.5 nm
At =  1564.9 nm
S c a n n i n g  d i s t a n c e  ( n m)
1 5 3 5 .00nm 1 5 6 0 .00nm 5.00nm /D  1 5 8 5 .00nm
(a)
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Figure 3.19 (a) 2 stable lasing lines at resolution of 0.05 nm using PM-EYDCF and 3 m o f  PM- EDFl as SA.
= 947 m W  , = 5 0  m W  . Inset shows two stable single mode lasing lines plotted using data extracted from
SFPSA. Length o f PMF is »  8m .Birefringence =  3 .78  x 10“''(b) stability o f  2 single-mode lasing lines for
multiple scans over 2 hours.
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Figure 3.20 (a) Highly stable single lasing line at resolution o f 0.05 nm using PM-EYDCF and 3 m o f  PM- EDFl as 
SA. =  9A7m W  , = 5 0  m W  . Inset shows one highly stable single mode lasing line plotted using data
extracted from SFPSA (b) stability o f  one single mode lasing line for multiple scans over 2 hours.
Measurements
Figure 3.21 Intensity fluctuation for single stable lasing line
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In our study the minimum and maximum separation between two adjacent 
lasing lines for stable multiwavelength operation are 0.8 and 3.2 nm respectively. As 
mentioned earlier (chapter 2), the spectrum modulation bandwidth by Sagnac loop filter 
is inversely proportional to the polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF) length in Sagnac 
loop filter. By increasing the PMF length we decrease the modulation bandwidth which 
makes fewer adjacent longitudinal modes oscillate. So, with fewer adjacent modes we 
have more chance to get lasing lines with less mode hopping. PCs 
adjustments in circuit have the crucial role in obtaining stable lasing lines. Using
polarization-maintaining Er*^ -  co-doped fiber as gain medium and adjusting PCs 
we can produce quasi-linearly polarized light inside the cavity which gives us better 
stability o f the transient grating. By proper adjustment of the cavity PC, it is possible to 
produce a linearly polarized single wavelength laser.
In order to find the highest number o f stable lasing lines we have to optimize the 
length o f SA; concentration o f active-ion in SA; and the signal light power that writes 
the dynamic grating in SA. Theoretically, considering a SA, doped with a particular 
concentration o f active-ions and adjusted at particular launch signal power, we can find 
the optimum length by plotting the reflection versus grating length in Equation 3.6 [22]. 
Using the plot, effective length can be found at points with over 90 percent reflection. 
But experimentally, we should change either the input pump power or SA length. Far 
below or above the saturation point for particular length of SA, the absorption of SA is 
low. At particular signal power if we use too long a length o f SA all signal is absorbed at 
SA and the output power decreases. So, we used different lengths o f SA, at particular 
launch pump power, to find the optimum length, or for particular length of SA we adjust
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the input pump power that gives the stable lasing lines [24]. We studied with different 
lengths o f SA at different active-ion concentration. Considering the Equation 3.3, higher 
concentration gives more induced refractive index change and eventually stronger 
induced grating but on the other hand, high absorption related to high concentration of 
certain ions which reduce the output power. Considering Equation 3.7, the reflection 
bandwidth o f the dynamic grating is inversely proportional to length o f SA. So, in order 
to decrease the reflection bandwidth we should increase the length of SA.
The separation between two longitudinal cavity modes is very small because of 
long cavity length. The Sagnac loop filter inside the cavity modulates the output o f the 
ring resonator. The full width at half maximum of the filter is large so it selects many 
cavity modes. So, the output o f the laser is multimode. The presence of narrow band 
transient grating formed inside the cavity help to produce a single mode lasing line. In 
our experiment counter propagating multiwavelength lasing line create a narrow- 
multiband transient grating and thus produce stable single-mode multiwavelength fiber 
laser.
3.5 Conclusion
A simple configuration to generate high power single-mode multi wavelength 
fiber laser is proposed. Experimentally we showed, we can stabilize the lasing lines 
using SA in the circuit. Our laser can produce a maximum 4 lasing lines when observed 
through OSA at resolution o f 0.01 nm. Furthermore, polarization-maintaining gain fiber 
gives better stability o f lasing lines. We could get the best result using PM-EYDCF as 
gain medium and PM-EDF 1 of length 3 m as SA. The concentration and length of the SA
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plays an important role to stabilize the lasing lines. We can produce a dual wavelength 
laser with maximum output power of 60 mW when observed through a SFPSA. The 
optimum range of input pump power to get stable lasing lines is 804-947 mW.
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Chapter 4
Future Work
We can increase the stability and number of lasing lines and output power o f the 
laser by improving our design as outlined below;
• Decreasing the whole cavity length to increase the separation between the cavity 
longitudinal modes. So, we would be able to increase the number of lasing lines 
which are single mode at resolution of 27 MHz.
• Instead of using circulator as reflector, we can use arrays o f bragg gratings to 
select the particular wavelengths to oscillate in cavity.
• Employing highly doped active fiber as gain medium to get high output power at 
shorter lengths.
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A practical way to modify a unidirectional fiber optic link either in 
communication or fiber optic laser amplifiers circuits is to use optical circulator. Optical 




In an optical circulator there are three main loss factors which can be denoted as 
“Insertion loss” , “Coupling loss” and “Cross talk (dashed line in Fig.I.l)”. Basically, in 
circulator we need 90 degrees rotation for polarizations along the fiber axis which 
depends on the direction o f beam. The procedure in a polarization independent circular is 
to divide an input beam into two linearly polarized beams whose vibration plates are 
perpendicular to each other. Beams first pass through a reciprocal rotator, which can be a 
polarization controller or half-wave plate or even twisted PMF and then pass through a 
non-reciprocal rotator, and finally they combine together.
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1.2 Faraday Rotation
Faraday rotation is based on the asymmetry o f the molecular structure. Even if 
two molecules contain the same atoms and bonds they may differ in their orientation 
relation to the coordinate system. Considering the circular birefringence in a crystal in 
which the right and left circularly polarized light meet different refractive index and 
taking into account that linearly polarized light is result of two circular polarization at 
the same amplitude but opposite in rotation, linear polarized light passing through the 
medium will show the rotation o f its polarization direction. In another word, the degree 
of rotation is proportional to the difference between the refractive indices which is 
maximized by applying a magnetic field “ H  ” along the magneto-optic medium and also 
proportional to the length o f the path traversed, “ Z. ”. So ,
Faraday Rotation =(f> = HL V
where V is the verdet’s constant which depends on the material and beam wavelength. 
So if  we apply a uniform magnetic field over fiber we can transfer power from P  ,
power o f polarized light along X  axis, to P  . In another word, we can rotate the X
polarized light toward Y  axis for some degrees[I]. The clockwise or counter clockwise 
direction o f rotation due to the Faraday effect depends on whether the direction of the 
external magnetic field applied to fiber is the same or opposite to the direction of light 
travel through fiber.
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Fig.I.2 Polarization Independent All-Fiber Circulator
1.3 Description of all-fiber optical circulator function
Fig.I.2 shows the overall view of one three-port optical circulator function [2]. 
This optical circulator comprises a pair o f all fiber polarization splitters, two Faraday 
rotators under the influence of a magnet which is strong enough to provide
45 ° nonreciprocal polarization rotation, and lengths of polarization preserving single
mode fiber. Two opposite ends of polarization preserving fibers are spliced to Faraday 
rotator and the other two ends are spliced to polarization splitters. Faraday rotator 
comprises a polarization preserving single mode fiber which has been doped with one 
rare earth element like Terbium to increase the verdet constant. In order to have the 
reciprocal rotator in circulator, the polarization preserving single mode fibers are axially
twisted totally to 45 ° measured from one end of fiber spliced to splitter to other end of
fiber which is spliced to other polarization splitters. In another word, each fiber piece can
be twisted individually 22.5  ° clockwise. When a randomly polarized light is emitted
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through port “ 1” , polarization splitter divides it to two orthogonal linearly polarized 
light say, X  a n d  Y  ,assuming that always Y  polarized light is cross-coupled from one 
fiber in to another fiber within the splitter but X  polarized light remains in the same 
fiber. Two 22.5  °clockwise twists from each polarization preserving single mode fiber 
rotates each X  a n d  F  polarization states 45 ° clockwise but after passing through
Faraday rotator the polarized light experiences 45 ° counter-clockwise rotation which 
totally makes the whole rotation experienced by each orthogonal polarizations become 
zero. After passing through second splitter Y  polarized light again gets cross-coupled 
and combine with X  polarized light which exits at the port “2”. Considering the light 
emitted from port “2” which traverses from right to left , each splitted X  a n d  Y
polarizations pass through non-reciprocal Faraday rotator and experience 45 ° rotation 
clockwise as well as additional 45 ° rotation clockwised by passing through twisted fiber 
lengths which eventually change the X  polarized light to Y  and Y  to X . Again 
considering the cross-coupling for Y  polarized light and maintaining the X  polarized 
light at same fiber we will get the output at port “3”.
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In order to increase transmission capacity and simultaneously transmit different 
signals together we should take advantage of wavelength division multiplexing / 










Fig. II, 1 Fundamental configuration for WDM transmission
Optical Mux/Demux is mostly based on refractive device rather than tarnsmissive. 
Among all techniques which are used to make wavelength division multiplexing I here 
mention two techniques classified as angularly dispersive method and using Fiber Bragg 
Grating.
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II.2.1 Angularly Dispersive Device
Angularly dispersive device is made of diffraction grating which reflects light in 
particular direction according to the grating constant, the incident angle o f light and the 
optical wavelength. The angular properties of a grating are described by the grating 
equation (II. 1)
m X
S i n  i +  S i n  6  =
« A
(III)
where A  is the grating period , m  is the interference order and i  and 6  are the angles 
of incident and diffracted beams. If we rotate the grating and put that at the blaze angle 





Fig.II.2 Littrow mounted diffraction grating
distortion .For a given center wavelength X , we can find the blaze angle such that [1];
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Considering 9  ~  i and using equation (II. 1) we can find the angular dispersion which 
is [2];
d O  2 t a n ^
So, basically with using a blazed plane reflection grating and conventional lenses we can 













Xi + X2 "f Xj
GRIN-rod lens
(b)
Fig .II. 3 Littrow type grating demux, (a) Using conventional lens (b) Using a GRIN rod lens
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II.2.2 Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
With discovery o f photosensitivity in optical fibers a new class o f compact device 
which is called FBG has been introduced. FBG can basically function both as reflector 
and filter. FBG’s consist of a periodic modulation of refractive index along the fiber core 
written by a standing wave pattern of an external light beam. In order to satisfy the bragg
condition to have reflection from FBG near infra red (« 1 .5 5  JMTl) the periodicity
should written using U V  wavelength. Another way to make Mux/Demux is using 
circulators in conjunction with Bragg grating allowing specific wavelength to be 
reflected and sent down like figure II.4,
II 14 .  ^  M M
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Fig.II.4 WDM Demux system using circulators
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Appendix III
Multimode Power combiner
Power combiners provide an all-fiber high efficiency means of combining light 
from several multimode or single mode sources into one fiber to create high power 
output source. Output source can be used to pump optical amplifiers and fiber lasers. 
They are available in standard 3 x 1 , 6 x 1 configuration. They can be made by twisting 
and tapering a bundle o f input fibers. Input fibers of bundle are matched to the pigtail 
fibers of diode sources. The resulting tapered fiber bundle is cleaved at the mid point 
and spliced to the output fiber. The data o f power combiner we used is mentioned in 
Table III. 1. In the experiments we used only one input port o f coupler. What is most
SIFAM-TFB-550612B70
Input fiber Core/Cladding 
(MM)
«105/125 fj,m
Input fiber NA «0.22
Output fiber Core/ Primary 
Cladding
«8/125 jj.m
Output fiber NA «0.45
Table III. 1 Power combiner data
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important to notice regarding the power combiners is that they should have high power 
transfer efficiency and they should be wavelength insensitive.
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